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House of Commons to Geo: Grenville. Were it more known that the King offered Pitt to regulate general warrants as far as was consistent with his honour, to reinstate the dismissed officers, to alleviate the cider tax, and to strengthen alliances against the House of Bourbon, that, as the Duke of Cumberland made Lord Temple own, they had had carte llanche des demmdes, and that they still were not to be satisfied, I should not think it would be their popularity that would entitle one Family to give law to all the World.
Friday, four o'clock.    [May 81.]
I wish you joy of Ch. Townshend's kindness to Mr. Hamilton. Lord Ilchester tells me, as I foresaw, that the Duchess and Kigby are against the Duke's retiring now.
Charles Fitzroy, by the Duke of Grafton's desire, has been at Hayes8, and staid three hours and half. At the conclusion he said, ' Well! Sir, then what I am to collect from all you have said, is, that you are resolved to treat no more'—'ResolvedI Mr. Fitzroy! that is a strong word'— and then after a pause, continued: ' Mr. Pitt's determinations are fixed ; all negotiation is at an end.' Perhaps you are not great, or little man enough, to see the difference between resolved and determined. I pity you; and wish you goodnight.9
8 This interview  took place  on         9 Lord  Holland's  reply  to  this
May 29.   Walpole in his Memoirs	letter is preserved in the Waller
(ed. cit. iii. 131), -where his chronology	Collection.—
of these transactions is somewhat	Kingsgate, June 11,1765.
confused, implies that it took place	my dear hori,
in June; but the date is fixed be^         Your ample and informing letter,
yond question by a letter written	for which I can never enough thank
by Charles Fitzroy on the evening	you, leaves me still in the  dark,
of May 29 to the Duke of Grafton,	That only is saying that what was
shortly after the interview on that	truly unaccountable yon could not
same  day;  his  account  of Pitt's	account for.   What have you been
words tallies almost exactly with	doing, dear Hori, these two years?
Walpole's report (see Memoirs of 3rd	Acting with men, or rather children*
DttkeofGraftontvp. 50-1).	in the eager pursuit of what was

